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"I understand...  how the system works."

−−− Ending quote from Ron Paul in the uncensored version of his December 21,
2011 interview with CNN's Gloria Borger (Jew).

CNN edited this interview to make it appear as if Paul "stormed off."  Note that Gloria
Borger is married to Lance Morgan, who works for Powell Tate.
(www.youtube.com/watch?v=RLonnC_ZWQ)

  Gloria A. Borger           
  2813 35th St. NW
  Washington, DC 20007
  (202) 965−4186 / (202) 337−8054
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GBPPR Non−Linear Junction Detector − Part 2

Overview

The second part of the GBPPR Non−Linear Junction Detector project will be constructing the first
local oscillator/mixer and the transmitter circuits.  While these would have been difficult circuits to
construct just a few years ago, the availability of pre−built synthesizer modules significantly
increases the ease of construction.  A Mini−Circuits DSN−2300A−1119 1690 to 2310 MHz
frequency synthesizer will be used for the first local oscillator and a Z−Communications PSN0930A
900 to 960 MHz frequency synthesizer will be used for the transmitter's main oscillator.

Those synthesizers are programmed using the standard three−wire serial interface (Data, Clock,
Load Enable).  The DSN−2300A−1119 is based around the Analog Devices ADF4106 PLL, while
the PSN0930A is based around the National LMX2316 PLL.  Both of those PLL chips are
programmed in a quite similar fashion (by loading an initialization/function register, a "R" divider
register, and a "N" divider register), but the specific bit values will be different.  The Z−Comm
PSN0930A is designed for 100 kHz tuning steps and the Mini−Circuits DSN−2300A−1119 is
designed for 250 kHz.  Those are both fixed step values and you'll need to take this into account
when programming the synthesizer's final frequency.

The PLLs will be programmed using a BASIC Stamp 2 controller.  I'm still working on the actual
"software" of the NLJD, but some example code will be given for those wishing to experiment.

The first local oscillator will switch between 2240 and 2270 MHz to receive the 2nd or 3rd
harmonic.  This signal will directly feed the LO port on a Mini−Circuits SRA−3500 mixer.  The 436
MHz IF output from the SRA−3500 mixer will be amplified around 18 dB by a WJ
Communications/TriQuint AH31 high−dynamic range IF amplifier and bandpass filtered by a Toko
492S−1055A filter.

The two hopping local oscillator signals will generate a 436 MHz IF output with a RF input frequency
of either 1804 MHz, the second harmonic of the 902 MHz illumination carrier (2240 − 1804 MHz) or
2706 MHz, the third harmonic of the 902 MHz illumination carrier (2706 − 2270 MHz).

Both of the frequency synthesizers will be sharing the same 10 MHz TCXO time base.  One quirk
with the Mini−Circuits DSN−2300A−1119 is its requirement for a reference signal with a "slew rate >
50 V/µS" when operating below 20 MHz.  That's just a fancy way of saying the reference signal may
need to be a square wave.  Everything did appear to test fine with the stock 1 volt peak−to−peak
output signal from the EG&G TCXO circuit described earlier.

There were two problems encountered during the construction and testing of the first local oscillator
& mixer and transmitter circuits.  First, the SRA−3500 I used showed significantly higher conversion
loss than it should.  The SRA−3500 was salvaged from some other radio gear, so it may have been
damaged to begin with.  The first mixer's performance is critical in this application and it should have
low conversion loss and high isolation on all ports.  High conversion loss essentially makes the
receiver "deaf" from the get−go.

The second problem was I blew up the Pacific Monolithics PM2111 RF power amplifier while testing
the circuit!  It does work fine, as long as you follow the PM2111's datasheet closely.  I was running
the PM2111 from a separate power supply without any current limiting or voltage spike protection
and must of just caught it at the wrong moment.  The PM2111 "popped" when I flipped on the power
and was destroyed.  Oh well...
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Pictures & Construction Notes

Overview of the first local oscillator and mixer.

What would have been a complicated circuit is now simplified by using a pre−built Mini−Circuits
DSN−2300A−1119 synthesizer module.

The Mini−Circuits DSN−2300A−1119 does require a clean source of +5 VDC and +12.5
VDC.  These are provided by the LM140 and LM117 voltage regulators on the right side.

The Mini−Circuits SRA−3500 mixer is on the lower−left with the WJ/TriQuint AH31 IF amplifier and
Toko bandpass filter just above it.
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Alternate view.

The 78M05 voltage regulator (lower−left) is only for the WJ/TriQuint AH31 IF amplifier.  The AH31
has a fairly high current draw (150 mA) and the series ferrite bead and inductor should be chosen
after taking this into account.

The Data, Clock, Load Enable, and Lock Detect signals are routed via the 1,000 pF feed−through
capacitors on the left.  Four holes where drilled and tapped (#12−32) for the feed−through
capacitors.

The Mini−Circuits DSN−2300A−1119 requires "3 volt" level logic signals, so simple resistor voltage
dividers are used to convert the 5 volt output logic signals from the BASIC Stamp down to 3 volts.
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Overview of the Mini−Circuits SRA−3500 mixer and WJ/TriQuint AH31 IF amplifier section.

A simple one−pole diplexer centered at 436 MHz is on the IF output of the mixer.

The WJ/TriQuint AH31 operates at around 150 mA and has it's own voltage regulator.  A 3 dB
attenuator is on the output of the AH31 to help the IF amplifier and mixer to "see" 50 ohms.  Final
gain from the IF amplifier circuit was around 14 dB.

The Toko 492S−1055A filter (type 5CHW pinout) was purchased from Digi−Key (Part No.
TK5442CT−ND), but it doesn't appear to be available anymore.  Any similar bandpass filter
(430−450 MHz range) should work.  Since the 436 IF frequency we are using is in the middle of the
70 cm amateur radio band, you may be able to salvage similar filters from older radio gear.

The N connector on the upper−right is the RF input to the mixer.  The middle F connector is the 10
MHz reference input for the Mini−Circuits DSN−2300A−1119.  The TNC connector on the
lower−right is the 436 MHz IF output.
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Overview of the transmitter circuit.

The Z−Communications PSN0930A frequency synthesizer module is on the right and is powered
from its own LM140 voltage regulator.  The 10 MHz reference signal is coming in via the coaxial
cable along the top.

On the lower−left, is a Mini−Circuits PSW−1211 PIN diode RF switch and a Mini−Circuits PLP−1000
low−pass filter.

The Mini−Circuits PSW−1211 can be used to "modulate" the main illumination carrier by pulsing it
on and off.  This is optional, but having an audio tone on the received signal is helpful for detection
using only your ears.  It's also possible to use the timing of the pulses to locate the distance to the
surveillance device your trying to find, but that'll be for another day.

The Mini−Circuits PLP−1000 low−pass filter provides the first round of low−pass filtering to remove
any harmonics of the main illumination carrier RF signal.

A Microchip TC4428 dual high−speed power MOSFET driver is used to control the Mini−Circuits
PSW−1211 PIN diode RF switch.  A panel−mounted SPDT (center−off) switch will select between a
CW or 1,000 Hz modulated RF carrier.  The center−off position will disable the RF output.
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Output of the transmitter circuit.

A M/A−Com AT−108 voltage−variable attenuator is the 8−pin SMT IC on the middle−right.  This
provides an approximate 0 to 40 dB attenuation range of the transmit RF carrier.  This control is
done via a panel−mounted potentiometer.

The center 8−pin SMT IC is a Pacific Monolithlics PM2111 800−1700 MHz RF power amplifier −
before I blew it up.  The PM2111 amplifies the 900 MHz RF carrier around 30 dB for a maximum
final RF output power of around 1 watt (+30 dBm).  The Pacific Monolithlics PM2111 is linear
biased, which is required to reduce the creation of harmonics and to allow low−power signals to
drive the PM2111.

Combined with the M/A−Com AT−108, the final RF output power is variable from around −10 to +30
dBm (0.1 mW to 1W).

The RF output from the Pacific Monolithlics PM2111 is taken through an Anaren 1H1304−30
800−1000 MHz 30 dB directional coupler.  The output from the directional coupler is sent to an
Analog Devices AD8307 logarithmic RF detector for a TX power LED display.
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And then it died...  Everything did work before this, though.

Study the datasheet for the Pacific Monolithlics PM2111 very carefully.  Be sure the SMT inductors
you use have a self−resonant frequency above 900 MHz, and also make sure the 18 nH inductor
can handle the high current (620 mA) the PM2111 requires.  The capacitors for the PM2111's RF
input/output matching section should also be of high−quality.

The PM2111 has a solder tab on the bottom of its IC package.  "Pool" a little puddle of solder under
the PM2111 using a heat gun, the quickly "drop" the PM2111 into position.

Proper microwave construction techniques must be followed when constructing the transmitter
circuit to prevent the PM2111 from oscillating.

There were some small reference spurs +/− 100 kHz of the main RF carrier, but these are at an
acceptable level.
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Overview of the modified transmitter circuit.

PM2111 with a coax jumper from the output of the AT−108 to the input of the directional coupler.

Below is a chart of the actual RF output power (as low as I could measure) of this circuit with the
bypassed PM2111.  The PM2111 would have added another 30 dB or so to the final RF output
power.

AT−108 Control Voltage RF Output Power
5.0                       −1.2 dBm
4.0                       −2.5 dBm
3.0                       −12.2 dBm
2.5                       −15.8 dBm
2.0                       −20.0 dBm

The AD8307 provides a 0.5 − 1.6 VDC output indicting the final RF output power.  The AD8307 isn't
really designed to work at 900 MHz, but it does work.  Refer to Figure 45 in the AD8307's datasheet
for a graph of output voltage vs. input RF power at 900 MHz.  My "blown up" amplifier only reached
a peak output voltage of around 0.8 VDC.  Remember to make into account the 30 dB loss from the
directional coupler.

Figure 45: Output vs. Input Level for a 900 MHz Input Signal
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Experimental diplexer and low−noise receive amplifier circuit.

The key to a decent working non−linear junction detector is isolation of the transmitter and
receiver.  The receiver shouldn't hear the transmitter.  Period.

This, of course, turns out to be a big problem in the real−world.  There are commercial diplexers
("cans") available which are tuned to allow the transmitter and receiver to share a single antenna,
but tend to be expensive, difficult to locate, and even more difficult to homebrew.

Thankfully, the frequency range(s) of this non−linear junction detector fall within the frequency
range(s) used by most cellular phones.  M/A−Com makes the DP52−0002 diplexer, which is a 8−pin
SMT dual−band diplexer that provides a low−pass/high−pass function for 900/1800 MHz cellular
phones.  This little chip alllows a single antenna to operate at two frequency bands.  The isolation
between all the diplexer's ports isn't great − only around 20 to 30 dB − but it will be a good start and
there are a few tricks we can use to further increase the isolation.

M/A−Com also makes the FL05−0002, which is a high−pass filter with a 3 dB corner at 1.7 GHz and
20+ dB attenuation at 900 MHz.  Adding a few of these after the RX port on the DP52−0002
diplexer will greatly improve the isolation.

In the photo above, the M/A−Com DP52−0002 is on the middle−right (horizontal position).  Three
M/A−Com FL05−0002s follow on the RX port of the DP52−0002.  A Pacific Monolithics PM2202
low−noise amplifier then follow those.  A single FL05−0002 high−pass filter is on the output of the
PM2202.
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Alternate view.

The Pacific Monolithics PM2202 low−noise amplifier has around 13 dB of gain between 1.8−2.5
GHz and doesn't require any fancy impedance matching on its RF input/output.

The bottom SMA connector is the common antenna port, the SMA connector on the right is for the
transmitter (902 MHz) input, and the top SMA connector goes to the main receive port (1804/2706
MHz) on the first local oscillator / mixer circuit.
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To further help increase the isolation between the ports I added little copper shields using scraps of
PC board material and some copper screen material available at most hobby stores.

Proper microwave construction techniques must be followed to reduce RF signal losses in the
diplexer circuit and to maintain high isolation.
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Finished diplexer circuit.

It's mounted in an old cellular pre−amplifier case and is attached to its own little aluminum bracket.

A high−quality external low−pass filter (or two) is required on the transmit port.

A K&L Microwave 5L121−1000/T5000−0/0 is shown above.  The Mini−Circuits SLP−1000 is an
equivalent.
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WA5VJB 850−6500 MHz log periodic antenna.

The diplexer allows the use of a single antenna for both transmitting and receiving.  Since this will
be a fairly wide frequency range, we'll need to a log periodic antenna.

Circular polarized antennas are recommended for non−linear junction detectors as the re−radiated
signal from a proper non−linear junction will have the same polarity as the transmitted signal, while
reflections from nearby objects will have the polarity "reversed."  That provides an additional 20 dB
isolation between the target and false signals.  Unfortunately, homebrewing circulator polarized
antennas for these frequencies can be quite difficult.

The WA5VJB 850−6500 MHz log periodic antenna has solder pads for installing a SMA connector
and it is recommended you do this.  A vertical panel−mount SMA connector is used here.

The log periodic antenna was then mounted to a short carbon fiber boom.
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Overview of the semi−finished log periodic antenna.

Still trying to develop some type of additional mounting system.  Real non−linear junction detectors
have their antennas mounted on booms in order to scan hard−to−reach areas.

It should also be possible to easily change the non−linear junction detector's antenna
polarization.  After scanning an area with a vertical polarized antenna, switch to horizontal
polarization and re−scan just be sure you didn't miss anything.

It's also possible to use two separate antennas for transmitting and receiving.  This tends to provide
the highest isolation and is the easiest setup when using higher RF illumination power.

These antennas are also very handy for other SIGINT applications so you may want to keep them
portable.
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Z−Comm PSN0930A Programming Notes

Refer to the National LMX2316 datasheet for a more detailed explanation of the latches.

The Z−Comm PSN0930A is designed to be run in normal mode only.  The FastLock options are not
usable.

The latches should be loaded in this order: Initialization Latch, Function Latch, R Counter, and N
Counter.

The "Initialization Latch" really isn't required, but it's listed in the datasheet so load it anyway.

All the latches are programmed as a 21−bit shift register with the Most Significant Bit (MSB) first and
on the rising edge of the clock signal.  Place the required value ("1" or "0") on the PSN0930A's Data
line then bring the Clock line high then back low.  Load the final 21−bit value into the PLL's latch by
bringing the Load Enable line high then low.  All this can be accomplished by using the SHIFTOUT
command on the BASIC Stamp.

Function and Intialization Latches

MSB                                                                   LSB
F19 F18 F17 F16 F15 F14 F13 F12 F11 F10 F9 F8 F7 F6 F5 F4 F3 F2 F1 C2 C1
0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  0  0  1  0  0  1  0  0  1  0

C1, C2:  Control Bits  Should be "1 1" for Initialization Latch intialization.• 
C1, C2:  Control Bits  Should be "0 1" for Function Latch intialization.• 
F1:  Counter Reset  Should be "0" for normal operation.• 
F2, F18:  Power Down  Should be "0" for normal operation.• 
F3−F5:  Lock Detect Modes  Should be "1 0 0" for digital lock detect.• 
F6:  Phase Detector Polarity  Should be "1" for Z−Comm synthesizers.• 
F7:  Charge Pump Tri−State  Should be "0" for normal operation.• 
F8−F17:  Fast Lock & Test Modes  All these bits should be set to "0" for normal operation.• 
F19:  Test Mode  Should be "0" for normal operation.• 

R Counter

Since the Z−Comm PSN0930A will be using a 10 MHz reference frequency and the step size needs
to be 100 kHz, the "R Counter" will be 100.

This means the "64," "32," and "4" bit divider ratios should be set to "1".

MSB                                                                   LSB
R19 R18 R17 R16 R15 R14 R13 R12 R11 R10 R9 R8 R7 R6 R5 R4 R3 R2 R1 C2 C1
0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  0  1  1  0  0  1  0  0  0  0

                    8   4   2   1   5   2  1  6  3  1  8  4  2  1
                    1   0   0   0   1   5  2  4  2  6
                    9   9   4   2   2   6  8
                    2   6   8   4

C1, C2:  Control Bits  Should be "0 0" for R Counter intialization.• 
R1−R14:  Divide Ratio  This counter must be between 3 & 16,383.• 
R15−R18:  Test Mode  Should be "0" for normal operation.• 
R19:  Lock Detect Precision  Number of cycles to use for PLL lock detect.• 
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N Counter

This is the main divider ratio and swallow bit counter for the PLL.  Since the transmit frequency will
be 902.0 MHz, the "N Counter" will need to be 9020 (902 MHz divided by the 100 kHz step
size).  The LMX2316 PLL has an internal dual−modulus "divide−by−32" prescaler its RF input, so
the "N Counter" is actually divided into a separate "B Counter" and "A Counter."  The "B counter"
will be 281 (integer of 9020 divided by 32) and the "A counter" will be 28.  This is the swallow
counter value required to get 281 * 32 (8992) to equal 9020.

N = (32 * B) + A
B = div(N / 32)
A = N − (B * 32)

Where div(x) is defined as the integer portion and 32 is the prescaler value.

An example "N" value for the transmitter at 902.0 MHz: 9020 = (32 * 281) + 28

The "B Counter" will be 281.  This means the "256," "16," "8," and "1" bit divider ratios should be set
to "1".

The "A Counter" will be 28.  This means the "16," "8," and "4" bit divider ratios should be set to "1".

MSB                                                                   LSB
N19 N18 N17 N16 N15 N14 N13 N12 N11 N10 N9 N8 N7 N6 N5 N4 N3 N2 N1 C2 C1
1   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   1  0  0  1  1  1  1  0  0  0  1

    4   2   1   5   2   1   6   3   1   8  4  2  1  1  8  4  2  1
    0   0   0   1   5   2   4   2   6               6
    9   4   2   2   6   8
    6   8   4
    <−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−B Counter−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−>  <−A Counter−>

C1, C2:  Control Bits  Should be "1 0" for N Counter intialization.• 
N1−N5:  A Counter  This counter must be between 0 & 31.• 
N6−N18:  B Counter  This counter must be between 3 & 8,191.• 
N19:  GO Bit  Charge pump output current (1 mA).  Should be "1" for Z−Comm synthesizers.• 

The BASIC Stamp SHIFTOUT command will be used to program the Z−Comm PSN0930A.  Refer to
the BASIC Stamp Syntax and Reference Manual for all the nitty−gritty details you'll need for the
SHIFTOUT command.

SHIFTOUT, DataPin, ClockPin, Mode, [OutputData\Bits]

Where DataPin is the BASIC Stamp pin connected to the Z−Comm PSN0930A Data line and
ClockPin is connected to the Z−Comm PSN0930A Clock line.

The Mode will be Most Significant Bit (MSB) first, which is common in these applications.  This
should be set to "1".

The [OutputData\Bits] is the complicated part, as the SHIFTOUT command only works 16 bits
at a time and the LMX2316 in the Z−Comm PSN0930A requires a 21−bit latch.

We can overcome this by loading the data in two separate SHIFTOUT calls.  One to load the first 16
bits then another to load only the last 5 bits.  The Load Enable line can be controlled using the
normal HIGH and LOW BASIC Stamp commands.
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Mini−Circuits DSN−2300A−1119 Programming Notes

Refer to the Analog Devices ADF4106 datasheet for a more detailed explanation of the latches.

This device is quite similar to programming the PSN0930A except that the shift registers are 24 bits
long and some bit values are a little different.

The latches should be loaded in this order: Initialization Latch, Function Latch, R Counter, and N
Counter.

Function and Intialization Latches

MSB                                                                               LSB
F22 F21 F20 F19 F18 F17 F16 F15 F14 F13 F12 F11 F10 F9 F8 F7 F6 F5 F4 F3 F2 F1 C2 C1
1   0   0   1   1   1   1   1   1   0   0   0   0   0  0  0  0  0  0  1  0  0  1  1

C1, C2:  Control Bits  Should be "1 1" for Initialization Latch intialization.• 
C1, C2:  Control Bits  Should be "0 1" for Function Latch intialization.• 
F1:  Counter Reset  Should be "0" for normal operation.• 
F2, F20:  Power Down  Should be "0" for normal operation.• 
F3−F5:  Lock Detect Modes  Should be "1 0 0" for digital lock detect.• 
F6:  Phase Detector Polarity  Should be "0" for Mini−Circuits synthesizers.• 
F7:  Charge Pump Tri−State  Should be "0" for normal operation.• 
F8, F9:  FastLock  Should be "0 0" for normal operation.• 
F10−F13:  Timer Counter  Should be "0 0 0 0" for normal operation.• 
F14−F19:  Charge Pump Current Setting  Should be "1 1 1 1 1 1" for Mini−Circuits synthesizers.• 
F21−F22:  Prescaler  Should be "0 1" for divide−by−32.• 

R Counter

Since the Mini−Circuits DSN−2300A−1119 will be using a 10 MHz reference frequency and the step
size needs to 250 kHz, the "R Counter" will be 40.

This means the "32" and "8" bit divider ratios should be set to "1".

MSB                                                                               LSB
R22 R21 R20 R19 R18 R17 R16 R15 R14 R13 R12 R11 R10 R9 R8 R7 R6 R5 R4 R3 R2 R1 C2 C1
0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  0  0  1  0  1  0  0  0  0  0

                                8   4   2   1   5   2  1  6  3  1  8  4  2  1
                                1   0   0   0   1   5  2  4  2  6  
                                9   9   4   2   2   6  8  
                                2   6   8   4   

C1, C2:  Control Bits  Should be "0 0" for R Counter intialization.• 
R1−R14:  Divide Ratio  This counter must be between 3 & 16,383.• 
R15, R16:  Anti−Backlash  Should be "0 0" for normal operation.• 
R17, R18:  Test Mode  Should be "0 0" for normal operation.• 
R19:  Lock Detect Precision  Number of cycles to use for PLL lock detect.• 
R20−R22:  Not Used  Should be "0 0 0" for normal operation.• 
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N Counter

This is the main divider ratio and swallow bit counter for the PLL.  Since the local oscillator
frequency will be 2240 and 2270 MHz, the "N Counter" will need to switch between 8960 (2240
MHz divided by the 250 kHz step size) and 9080.  The ADF4106 will be programmed to use a
dual−modulus "divide−by−32" prescaler on its RF input.

The "B counter" for generating 2240 MHz will be 280 (integer of 8960 divided by 32) and the "A
counter" will be 0.  The "B counter" for generating 2270 MHz will be 283 (integer of 9080 divided by
32) and the "A counter" will be 24.

You can change the N counter "on the fly" after the other latches are all programmed.

N = (32 * B) + A
B = div(N / 32)
A = N − (B * 32)

Where div(x) is defined as the integer portion and 32 is the prescaler value.

An example "N" value for the oscillator at 2240 MHz: 8960 = (32 * 280) + 0

An example "N" value for the oscillator at 2270 MHz: 9080 = (32 * 283) + 24

For 2240 MHz, the "B Counter" will be 280.  This means the "256," "16," and "8" bit divider ratios
should be set to "1".  The "A Counter" will be 0.  This means all the bit divider ratios should be set to
"0".

For 2270 MHz, the "B Counter" will be 283.  This means the "256," "16," "8," "2," and "1" bit divider
ratios should be set to "1".  The "A Counter" will be 24.  This means the "16," and "8" bit divider
ratios should be set to "1".

MSB   For 2240 MHz                                                                LSB
N22 N21 N20 N19 N18 N17 N16 N15 N14 N13 N12 N11 N10 N9 N8 N7 N6 N5 N4 N3 N2 N1 C2 C1
0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   1   0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1

            4   2   1   5   2   1   6   3   1   8   4  2  1  3  1  8  4  2  1  
            0   0   0   1   5   2   4   2   6                2  6
            9   4   2   2   6   8
            6   8   4
            <−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−B Counter−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−>  <−−A Counter−−−>

C1, C2:  Control Bits  Should be "1 0" for N Counter intialization.• 
N1−N6:  A Counter  This counter must be between 0 & 63.• 
N7−N19:  B Counter  This counter must be between 3 & 8,191.• 
N20:  Charge Pump Gain  Should be "1" for Mini−Circuits synthesizers.• 
N21−N22:  Not Used  Should be "0 0" for normal operation.• 
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Z−Comm PSN0930A Example BASIC Stamp Code

' {$STAMP BS2}
' {$PBASIC 2.5}
'
' Z−Comm PSN0930A PLL Frequency Synthesizer Loader Code
' GBPPR Non−Linear Junction Detector / BASIC Stamp 2
'
' !!!!! EXAMPLE CODE ONLY !!!!
'
' Z−Comm PSN0930A Pin      BASIC Stamp Pin
' −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
' DATA (5)                 P1
' CLK  (4)                 P0
' LE   (6)                 P2
'
' 10 MHz reference frequency / 100 kHz step size
' 902 MHz TX frequency
'

IVAL1   VAR     Word
IVAL2   VAR     Byte

FVAL1   VAR     Word
FVAL2   VAR     Byte

RVAL1   VAR     Word
RVAL2   VAR     Byte

NVAL1   VAR     Word
NVAL2   VAR     Byte

' Settings
IVAL1 = $0004
IVAL2 = $13

FVAL1 = $0004
FVAL2 = $12

RVAL1 = $000C      ' R = 100
RVAL2 = $10

NVAL1 = $8467      ' N = 9020 / B = 281 A = 28
NVAL2 = $11

LOW 0
LOW 1
LOW 2

' Load Initialization
SHIFTOUT 1,0,1,[IVAL1\16]
SHIFTOUT 1,0,1,[IVAL2\5]
HIGH 2                       ' Bring LE high, then low
LOW 2
PAUSE 5

' Load Function
SHIFTOUT 1,0,1,[FVAL1\16]
SHIFTOUT 1,0,1,[FVAL2\5]
HIGH 2                       ' Bring LE high, then low
LOW 2
PAUSE 5
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' Load /R
SHIFTOUT 1,0,1,[RVAL1\16]
SHIFTOUT 1,0,1,[RVAL2\5]
HIGH 2                       ' Bring LE high, then low
LOW 2
PAUSE 5

'Load /N
SHIFTOUT 1,0,1,[NVAL1\16]
SHIFTOUT 1,0,1,[NVAL2\5]
HIGH 2                       ' Bring LE high, then low
LOW 2

END
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Mini−Circuits DSN−2300A−1119 Example BASIC Stamp Code

' {$STAMP BS2}
' {$PBASIC 2.5}
'
' Mini−Circuits DSN−2300A−1119 PLL Frequency Synthesizer Loader Code
' GBPPR Non−Linear Junction Detector / BASIC Stamp 2
'
' !!!!! EXAMPLE CODE ONLY !!!!
'
' DSN−2300A−1119 Pin      BASIC Stamp Pin
' −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
' DATA (9)                 P0
' CLK  (11)                P1
' LE   (12)                P2
'
' 10 MHz reference frequency / 250 kHz step size
' 2240 MHz LO frequency
'
' {$STAMP BS2}
' {$PBASIC 2.5}

IVAL1 VAR Word
IVAL2 VAR Byte

FVAL1 VAR Word
FVAL2 VAR Byte

RVAL1 VAR Word
RVAL2 VAR Byte

NVAL1 VAR Word
NVAL2 VAR Byte

IVAL1 = $9F80
IVAL2 = $13

FVAL1 = $9F80   ' Prescaler = /32
FVAL2 = $12

RVAL1 = $1000   ' R = 40
RVAL2 = $A0

NVAL1 = $2118   ' N = 8906 / B = 280 A = 0
NVAL2 = $01

LOW 0
LOW 1
LOW 2

' Load Initial
SHIFTOUT 0,1,1,[IVAL1\16]
SHIFTOUT 0,1,1,[IVAL2]
PULSOUT 2, 1            ' Bring LE high, then low
PAUSE 5

' Load Function
SHIFTOUT 0,1,1,[FVAL1\16]
SHIFTOUT 0,1,1,[FVAL2]
PULSOUT 2, 1           ' Bring LE high, then low
PAUSE 5
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' Load /R
SHIFTOUT 0,1,1,[RVAL1\16]
SHIFTOUT 0,1,1,[RVAL2]
PULSOUT 2, 1          ' Bring LE high, then low
PAUSE 5

' Load /N
SHIFTOUT 0,1,1,[NVAL1\16]
SHIFTOUT 0,1,1,[NVAL2]
PULSOUT 2, 1          ' Bring LE high, then low

END
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Bonus

What the FUCK?!?

Cultural Marxist propaganda is now entering private schools!

Kwanzaa is just some nigger bullshit invented in the 1960s.

Hanukkah is a celebration of the Jewish attack on Gentile culture 165 years before the birth of
Christ.

Well, at least they still call it "Christmas."
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End of Issue #93

Any Questions?

Editorial and Rants
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Say hello to ObamaLand!

Former State Senator Says "Goodbye, Illinois"

December 22, 2011 − From: godfatherpolitics.com

Former State Senator and Republican Cook County Board President candidate Roger Keats and
his wife Tina left Illinois to live in Texas.  They bid farewell to their Illinois friends in a Wilmette
Beacon article, and with this letter, saying they're "voting with their feet and their wallets."

GOOD BYE AND GOOD LUCK

As we leave Illinois for good, I wanted to say goodbye to my friends and wish all of you well.  I am a
lifelong son of the heartland and proud of it.  After 60 years, I leave Illinois with a heavy heart.  BUT
enough is enough!  The leaders of Illinois refuse to see we can't continue going in the direction we
are and expect people who have options to stay here.  I remember when Illinois had 25
congressmen.  In 2012 we will have 18, compared to the rest of the country, we have lost 1/4th of
our population.  Don't blame the weather, because I love 4 seasons.

Illinois just sold still more bonds and our credit rating is so bad we pay higher interest rates than
junk bonds!  Junk bonds!

Illinois is ranked:

50th for fiscal policy.• 
47th in job creation.• 
1st in unfunded pension liabilities.• 
2nd largest budget deficit.• 
1st in failing schools.• 
1st in bonded indebtedness.• 
Highest sales tax in the nation.• 
Most judges indicted (Operations Greylord and Gambat).• 
5 of our last 9 elected governors have been indicted.  That is more than the other 49 states added
together!

• 

Then add 32 Chicago Aldermen and (according to the Chicago Tribune) over 1000 state and
municipal employees indicted.  The corruption tax is a real cost of doing business.  We are the butt
of jokes for stand up comics.

We live in the most corrupt big city, in the most corrupt big county in the most corrupt state in
America.  I am sick and tired of subsidizing crooks.  A day rarely passes without an article about the
corruption and incompetence.  Chicago even got caught rigging the tests to hire police and fire!

Our Crook County CORPORATE property tax system is intentionally corrupt.  The Democrat State
Chairman who is also the Speaker of the Illinois House (Spkr. Mike Madigan) and the most senior
alderman in Chicago each make well over a million dollars a year putting the fix in for their clients'
tax assessments.

We are moving to Texas where there is no income tax, while Illinois' just went up 67%.  Texas sales
tax is 1/2 of ours, which is the highest in the nation.  Southern states are supportive of job
producers, tax payers and folks who offer opportunities to their residents.  Illinois shakes them down
for every penny that can be extorted from them.
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In the Hill Country of Texas (near Austin and San Antonio ) we bought a gracious home on almost 2
acres with a swimming pool.  It is new, will cost us around 40% of what our home in Wilmette just
sold for and the property taxes are 1/3rd of what they are here.  Cook County's property tax system
is a disaster: Wilmette homes near ours sell for 50% more and their property taxes are 1/2 of
ours.  Our assessed home value was 50% higher than the sales price.  The system is unfair and
incompetent.

Our home value is down 40%, our property taxes are up 20% and our local schools have still
another referendum on the ballot to increase taxes over 20% in one year.

I could go on, but enough is enough.  I feel as if we are standing on the deck of the Titanic and I can
see the icebergs right in front of us.  I will miss our friends a great deal.  I have called Illinois home
for essentially my entire life.  But it is time to go where there is honest, competent and cost effective
government.  We have chosen to vote with our feet and our wallets.  My best to all of you and good
luck!
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Stop and think about what this vile anti−White kike is really saying...  She's finally
admitting Whites and non−Whites can't live together − which any sane person
already knew was true.  Also note how she views Democrats as objects or groups,
not as individuals capable of making their own decisions.  See the Jew...

DNC Chairwoman Wasserman Schultz: "Natural Home" for Minorities is Democratic Party

January 13, 2012 − From: realclearpolitics.com

DNC Chairwoman Rep. Debbie Wasserman Schultz (FL) appeared on the season premiere of
HBO's "Real Time" with host Bill Maher this Friday.  In the Overtime portion of the show, which is
broadcasted and available only on the internet, Wasserman Schultz got into race politics, claiming
the Democratic Party is the "natural home" for minorities.

Wasserman Schultz says minorities feel "comfortable" because the Democratic Party stands up for
"the issues that matter to those communities and Republicans shun them."  Transcript below.

Debbie Wasserman Schultz, DNC Chairwoman: "Just look at the chamber at the State of the
Union.  Look at the side of the chamber that the Democrats sit on and the side of the chamber that
Republicans sit on.  And you can notice a dramatic difference in who chooses to affiliate as
Democrats and who chooses to affiliate as Republicans.  The diversity in the Democratic Party is
remarkable.  We truly are the big tent party."

"There is a reason that the Democratic Party is far more diverse than the Republican Party,
because the natural home, politically on major issues to Hispanics, to women, to Jews, to
Asian−Americans, the diverse spectrum −− to African Americans."

"The entire spectrum of diversity is comfortable in the Democratic Party because we stand up for
the issues that matter to those communities and Republicans shun them."

Now, isn't it funny how Obongo talks about "diversity," then he stacks his cabinet (and the other
federal positions) with Jews from Goldman Sachs?  And don't forget Goldman Sachs' Elena Kagan
(Jew) on the Supreme Court!
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See the Jew...

(www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Lx1UtRfc8o)
(www.youtube.com/watch?v=3TSxm2V8aVQ)

After the January 3, 2012 Iowa Caucus, CNN's Dana Bash (Schwarz [Jew]) held an interview with
U.S. Army Corporal Jesse Thorsen at the Ron Paul headquarters.  After a short discussion on how
Thorsen believes it's time to end all the wars for Israel, he mentioned Israel was capable of
defending itself from Iran.  The video signal was then suddenly "lost."  Yeah, right...

Some low−I.Q. "skeptics" claim this was just satellite interference, but it wasn't.  Satellite
interference tends to rise and fall as the interference passes through the satellite dish's beamwidth.

The "interference" shown on the Col. Jesse Thorsen video clearly shows a loss of the vertical
synchronization signal (the rolling effect).  This indicates the video signal was still analog (from the
camera) when the loss of video took place.  Someone pulled a plug, literally.

It should also be noted that CNN's Dana Bash is married to CNN's John King and she has made
numerous anti−Ron Paul comments on air.

And guess who was conveniently back at the CNN Election Center handling this mess?  None other
than Wolf Blitzer (Jew)!  You know, the former American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC)
lobbyist and textbook definiation of an "Israeli−firster."

"Pay no attention to that man behind the curtain!"

Hope!  Change!  War!  LOL!
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